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Description of Designing Paper Baskets Unit
This 5--day unit geared towards the early elementary grades (K--2) consists of five pairs of literacy and STEM integration lessons that work together to build the foundation for an engineering design challenge. Each of the lessons require approximately 30 minutes of class time and build upon each other. In this unit, students explore the science concept of physical properties and the mathematics concept of patterns and counting as they weave a variety of materials together in order to carry both dry and wet rocks. Students test different types of paper and then get to choose which materials they think will be best for the challenge -carrying rocks.
Engineering Design Challenge
Max and Lola want to give people who visit their rock collection a basket to collect their own rocks; however, they will not be able to make enough for everyone. Students explore patterns and investigate the strength and properties of paper before applying them to design a paper basket.
Lesson Summaries
• Lesson 1 -After being introduced to the engineering design challenge, students look at different things that can be done with rocks as they read the book If you Find a Rock by Peggy Christian. This lesson introduces students to collecting rocks and why rocks can be fun and interesting, while also getting students to think about how rocks can be organized by size, color or use. After setting the context of rock collecting, students dive deeper into the science concept of physical properties as they explore the properties of paper samples that will be used during the design of their baskets.
• Lesson 2 -Students are introduced to water as they learn about some of the properties through the nonfiction science text, I Get Wet by Vikki Cobb. Through this text, students build their phonemic awareness skills while also learning about water. After readi ng part of the nonfiction text, students investigate water's effect on different types of papers by conducting a water drop test on regular and wax--coated paper.
• Lesson 3 -In this lesson, students continue to learn about the properties of water as they work to interactively create summary sentences about the nonfiction science text that they have been reading together. Students will then explore some of the ideas that they have about water and paper as they use rocks to test the strength of the different papers that will be available during the design challenge. Students will sort papers based on their strength when wet and when dry.
• Lesson 4 -Students are introduced to rhyming and patterns through a book called Pattern Fish by Trudy Harris. After reading, connections are made between the patterns in basket weaving and the patterns presented through the book. This helps students to identify patterns used in simple basket weaving, and understand why alternating patterns are important, before use their knowledge of patterns to complete weavings in pairs. Students will also use the properties of paper to make decisions about which papers to use as they plan for their basket design.
•
Lesson 5 -In the final lesson, students read about construction engineering as they are practicing the blending of three phonemes words presented in the story. Students are given the chance to build and test their basket designs when wet and when dry, before a cycle of sharing, redesign and retesting. Finally, students use what they learned during designing and testing to write letters to Max and Lola in which they make recommendations for their basket design.
